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Part time Store Associate for the Victoria’s Secret Beauty & Accessories Store at 
Vienna AIRPORT 

 
OVERVIEW OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
The Store Associate (SA) delivers a best-in-class, captivating, branded 
customer experience that builds loyalty and enables consistent sales and 
profit growth. 

 

 Supports a customer-centric culture, where the full energy and activity of 
the store team are focused on delivering highly satisfying customer 
experiences 

 Displays general product knowledge of all product categories 

 Takes initiative to elevate personal knowledge of product categories 

 Knows and uses all corporate processes and procedures to enhance selling 
efficiencies and to complete non-selling responsibilities 

 Processes customer transactions accurately and efficiently 

 Understands and adheres to brand standards 

 Recovers merchandise to standard while assisting customers 

 Replenishes merchandise to standard to create a full and abundant store 

 Assists in housekeeping of sales floor and communicates maintenance issues 

 Assists in maintenance of backroom, including both merchandise and non-
merchandise, to brand standards to enable efficient replenishment 

 Reinforces all activities related to providing a safe working environment 

 Reinforces store strategy to reduce shrink 
 
 
Also, the Store Associate contributes to building a high performance team: 

 Communicates effectively with direct manager, sales leadership team and 
associates 

 Provides feedback on improvement opportunities and any obstacles that hinder 
execution 

 Acts as a shadow partner to new team members as requested 

 Understands and demonstrates our corporate values 
 
Only application in English will be considered. 
Professional and educational background in beauty & accessories, women 
fashion and travel retail industry would be considered an asset. 
 
Monthly gross salary: 1187 E 
 
CONTACT: viennajobs@agoratrading.at 
 
Company Description 

 
AGORA TRADING is a privately-held company operating in the Retail Industry, 
with a deep expertise in opening and operating retail stores in Travel and 
Domestic Retail locations. The company is Limited Brands‘partner for its 
international development in a wide geographical territory and maintains a 
current focus on opening and operating retail boutiques in leading International 
Airports. 

 
VICTORIA'S SECRET: Limited Brands' biggest brand, Victoria’s Secret is an iconic 
specialty retail brand in the US with a diversified product range that includes 
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lingerie, accessories, perfumes and cosmetics. The brand name is equivalent to 
all things feminine and sexy including our intimate apparel, sleepwear and beauty 
products, Sexy and sophisticated, powerful and dominant, known and desired 
around the world. 

 


